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13Site Reliable Engineer

In general, an SRE team is responsible for the availability, 
latency, performance, efficiency, change management, 
monitoring, emergency response, and capacity planning of 
their service(s). 

SRE需要负责可⽤用性、时延、性能、效率、变更更管理理、监
控、应急响应和容量量管理理等相关的⼯工作。
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15Production Engineer

Production Engineer（ Facebook Job Description）
Production Engineers at Facebook are hybrid software/systems engineers 
who ensure that Facebook's services run smoothly and have the capacity for 
future growth. They are embedded in every one of Facebook's product and 
infrastructure teams, and are core participants in every significant engineering 
effort underway in the company. Our team is comprised of varying levels of 
experience and backgrounds, from new grads to industry veterans. Relevant 
industry experience is important, but ultimately less so than your demonstrated 
abilities and attitude. We sail into uncharted waters every day at Facebook in 
Production Engineering, and we are always learning.

Responsibilities
• Own back-end services like our Hadoop data warehouses, front-end 

services like Chat and Newsfeed, infrastructure components like our 
Memcache infrastructure, and everything in between

• Write and review code, develop documentation and capacity plans, 
and debug the hardest problems, live, on some of the largest and most 
complex systems in the world

• Together with your engineering team, you will share an on-call rotation 
and be an escalation contact for service incidents

• Partnered alongside the best engineers in the industry on the coolest stuff 
around, the code and systems you work on will be in production and used 
by millions of users all around the world
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Manager, Production Engineer
（ Facebook Job Description）
Responsibilities

• Manage engineers working with the engineering teams on our back-end 
services like our Hadoop data warehouses, front-end services like Chat and 
News Feed, infrastructure components like our Memcache infrastructure, and 
everything in between. Some engineers may be ‘embedded’ within these teams

• Understand technical architectures, capacity plans, tooling needs, 
automation plans, product launch plans, and other issues and create 
comprehensive plans for prioritizing technical and resourcing challenges

• Partner with product management, program management, network 
engineering, site reliability operations, and other related groups

• Help engineers develop their careers, assigning them to projects tailored to 
their skill levels, long-term skill development, personalities, and work styles

• Work closely with dedicated recruiting staff to expand the team, including 
sourcing candidates, interviewing candidates, participating in conferences/
events, and onboarding new employees

• Balance the need to “keep things running” with allocating time to long-term, 
high-impact projects

• Assess employee performance frequently, address under-performance, and 
recognize and promote excellent performance
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描述 通俗叫法 可⽤用性级别 年年度停机时间

基本可⽤用性 2个9 99% 87.6⼩时

较⾼高可⽤用性 3个9 99.9% 8.8⼩时

具有故障⾃自动恢复能⼒力力
的可⽤用性

4个9 99.99% 53分钟

极⾼高可⽤用性 5个9 99.999% 5分钟
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Thank You！


